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According to Chilean and foreign journalists, riot police attacked 20 of them on the evening of
Oct. 7 when they were trying to cover an anti-government demonstration. Police kicked, punched
and beat the journalists with riot sticks, they said, and most of those attacked were members
of television crews and photographers. Camera and sound equipment was destroyed. Several
reporters required stitches, and were treated for other injuries, including a hair-line back fracture
and at least one broken nose. On Oct. 8, Jaime Moreno, president of the Chilean Journalists'
Federation, said that the attack was "directed, in special form, against foreign correspondents."
An estimated 1,200 foreign correspondents were in Santiago to cover the Oct. 5 presidential
plebiscite. Moreno said, "We Chilean journalists are profoundly grateful to the foreign journalists
who for many years have shown immense solidarity with the journalists of Chile in the fight for
freedom of expression." Gen. Augusto Pinochet's government has long criticized the foreign
press. Moreno accused pro-government news agencies of exacerbating the situation by using
editorials to criticize foreign news organizations. However, at least one photographer from the pro-
Pinochet newspaper, El Mercurio, was also attacked by riot police. The incident occurred during a
demonstration close to the presidential palace. According to Christopher Morris, a photographer
on assignment for Newsweek, after about 100 police cleared the street of demonstrators, they
focused on the journalists. Morris said that when he took photos of police officers beating the El
Mercurio photographer and a Chilean television reporter, the police chased him up the middle
of the street. "I ran, but when I turned a corner they caught me and attacked me in the face, jaws
and nose. Then people came out of some restaurant and started screaming at the police to leave
me alone." On Saturday, Morris had his nose in a cast and stitches in the back of his head. Another
of the more seriously hurt was Liliana Nieto del Rio of Newsday, who remained hospitalized
on Oct. 8. According to the New York Times, others wounded in the police attack included Fred
Thys, a producer for CBS News based in Buenos Aires; Chilean crewpersons Ricardo Correa and
Leoplodo Vidal; Agence France-Presse photographer Cristobal Bouroncle Sedane; US free-lance
journalist Michael Smith, and other journalists from Europe and other South American countries.
On Oct. 10, the Inter-American Press Association (IAPA) issued an official protest against the
Chilean government, signed by IAPA president Ignacio Lozano, and Wilburg Landrey, head of the
Association's committee on press liberties. The communique asserted that it was difficult to believe
the attacks were isolated and spontaneous events, given the circumstances, or the aftermath of the
Oct. 5 plebiscite in which Chileans rejected Pinochet as president until 1997. On Oct. 9, the office
of Santiago's Roman Catholic Archbishop issued a communique describing the actions against the
journalists as "barbaric." (Basic data from New York Times, 10/09/88; AFP, 10/09/88; AP, 10/09/88)
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